Introduction
============

The brain is a complex system composed of neural regions that dynamically interact at multiple spatial and temporal scales through a highly structured and adaptive neurocircuitry. This structural and dynamic organization forms the basis for all nervous-system capabilities, from input encoding to information processing and integration. In neural networks, segregated structural modules reflect brain functional specialization, while a minority of nodes with a high number of connections act as rich connectors between modules.^[@ref1]^ This hierarchical architecture confers the advantage of evolvability and adaptability to nervous systems^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ and has unique value in supporting complex brain dynamics underlying behavior and cognition.^[@ref4],[@ref5]^

An intriguing characteristic of nervous systems architecture is the rich-club phenomenon, the tendency of central nodes in the network to densely connect to each other *(Technical box).* ^[@ref6],[@ref7]^

**Technical box**. Rich-club architecture.

*The term "rich club" refers to a topological property of brain and other real-world networks.^[@ref6],[@ref7],[@ref15]^ A set of nodes is defined to form a "rich club" if their level of connectivity (ie, richness) exceeds what would be expected by chance alone, ie, what it would be expected to be in a randomized network with preserved richness sequence*(Figure 1A and 1B)*.^[@ref16],[@ref15]^ The nodal degree (ie, the number of connections of a node) is a common measure of nodal richness. Other measures can be considered to reflect richness, such as the weighted strength^[@ref17]^ or nodal centrality measures.^[@ref18]^ Within a network, the definition of rich clubs naturally selects subnetworks formed by topologically central nodes and their inter-connections. The "rich club" can also be intended as a topological feature of network architecture, without being associated to a univocally defined core subnetwork.*

This organizational property is of particular interest because it dominates network topology^[@ref8]^ and influences dynamic interactions among network elements.^[@ref9]^ In the brain, rich nodes and their axonal projections enable short communication pathways and mediate connectivity among segregated functional systems.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Rich connections span long distances in the white matter and have distinctive myelination and microstructural properties.^[@ref12]^ Rich regions exhibit high oxidative metabolism and microstructural complexity in pyramidal neuron architecture, indicative of sustained activity and large computational capacity *([Figure 1](#DialoguesClinNeurosci-20-121-g001){ref-type="fig"})*.^[@ref13],[@ref14]^ These attributes suggest that rich clubs play a distinctive role in sustaining efficient communication across the whole-brain network, contributing to higher-order functions. However, the high connectivity density and metabolic demand make rich clubs costly features of brain networks and likely to be vulnerable to pathogenic agents.^[@ref2]^ As a result, rich clubs express a trade-off between functional value, biophysical cost and vulnerability.

![Rich-club curves. To assess whether a network demonstrates a rich-club architecture, a "richness" curve is drawn as a function of a nodal "richness" parameter (here, the nodal degree *k*) and compared with an equivalent curve drawn from a set of randomized networks. Panel A shows the rich-club curve of the cat structural connectome.^[@ref6]^ Each point of the black curve represents the connection density *Φ(k)* between nodes of the cat connectome that have degree equal or larger than *k.* The "richness" red curve is derived from a series of randomized versions of the cat connectome, where the randomization procedure preserved the degree-sequence of the network. The pink area indicates the rich-club regime, where the connection density between high-degree nodes of the cat connectome is larger than expected in the randomized networks. The definition of network "rich-clubness" naturally selects nested rich subnetworks. Panel B sketches a whole-brain network (in blue) and rich-club subnetworks corresponding to two different values of the richness parameter *k*. Rich and peripheral nodes are represented in red and orange; rich, feeder, and peripheral connections are represented in red, orange, and yellow. Rich-club characteristics of the primate brain. Panel C: In the macaque connectome, the nodal richness parameter *(k)* significantly correlates with the dendritic tree size in layer III pyramidal neurons (right corner: color-coded macaque cortical map of dendritic tree size for 22 cortical regions).^[@ref14]^ In humans, large proportions of rich and feeder brain connections span long distances in the white-matter. Panel D pictures the proportions of short- (\<30 mm), middle- (30 to 90 mm) and long- range (\>90 mm) connections belonging to the peripheral (yellow), feeder (orange), or rich (red) connection-classes10 (inset: example of white-matter tractography of the human brain, used for *in vivo* estimation of macroscale structural connections). Figures A, C, and D have been adapted with permission from ref 6: Zamora-Lopez G, Zhou C, Kurths J. Cortical hubs form a module for multisensory integration on top of the hierarchy of cortical networks. *Front Neuroinform* . 2010; 4:1 - ref 14: Scholtens LH, Schmidt R, de Reus, MA, van den Heuvel MP. Linking macroscale graph analytical organization to microscale neuroarchitectonics in the macaque connectome. *J Neurosci.* 2014; 34:12192-12205 - ref 10: van den Heuvel MP, Kahn RS, Goñi J, Sporns O. High-cost, high-capacity backbone for global brain communication. *Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.* 2012; 109:11372-11377. Copyright © United States National Acadamy of Science, 2012](DialoguesClinNeurosci-20-121-g001){#DialoguesClinNeurosci-20-121-g001}

How do rich clubs convey dynamic integration of brain processes? Why, and in response to which selection pressures, has rich-club architecture emerged in neural networks? What are the functional and evolutionary benefits and vulnerability drawbacks of the rich-club extra-connectivity? The field of network neuroscience offers an optimal framework to answer these questions. First, the conceptualization of nervous systems as networks of nodes (neurons, cortical columns, or gray-matter chunks) and connections (synapses, axons, or white-matter bundles) grants a sufficient level of abstraction for cross-scales and cross-species comparisons, allowing to integrate multimodal and multiscale data. Second, the mathematical graph-theoretical framework is well-suited to the study of collective dynamics of interlinked elements, both through mechanistic models and computational analyses. Third, network generative and developmental models enable uncovering the roots and the evolutionary aspects of nervous systems\' organization.

The aim of this review is to provide an insight into the function and origin of the rich-club architecture observed in the human brain, and more generally in nervous systems, from a network science perspective. In the first part of the review, we mainly reason on the concept of functional integration and survey a selection of recent neuroimaging and computational studies that directly or indirectly investigate the contribution of rich-club architecture to whole-brain integrative dynamics. Next, we examine neural-network organizational principles across a series of animal species and scales of investigation, questioning the principles that contribute to the origin and evolution of rich clubs. Considering the relevance of rich-club architecture to clinical neuroscience, we conclude the review with a discussion on pathophysiological factors contributing to the vulnerability of rich clubs to neurological and psychiatric disorders, including schizophrenia and Alzheimer disease.

The functional role of the rich club
------------------------------------

The topological characterization of neural networks positions the rich club at the center of brain communication pathways. From a mechanistic perspective, the short distance separating rich nodes from any other (peripheral) node in the network, and the gathering of shortest paths through rich edges make the rich club a putative core of neural integration. This view fosters a deeper conceptualization of functional integration in the brain, by means of both functional neuroimaging and computational studies, and in relation to the underlying anatomical substrate.

### Functional integration

In functional neuroimaging experiments, the concept of functional integration has been associated with measures of statistical dependency (functional connectivity) between neural-related signals recorded across distinct locations in the brain. Interestingly, functional connectivity is partially predicted by structural connectivity,^[@ref19]^ so that topologically close regions in the structural connectome also have the tendency to functionally connect. Paradoxically, the highly structurally connected rich club demonstrates low functional connectivity values at rest,^[@ref12]^ questioning its role as an integrative core of the brain. While the shared structural connectivity,^[@ref6],[@ref7]^ cytoarchitectural characteristics,^[@ref20]^ and transcriptional profiles^[@ref21],[@ref22]^ suggest a common function in the brain, it is not clear whether rich regions mainly act in concert or rather alternate over time to flexibly coordinate peripheral functional modules.^[@ref23]^

To approach this question, it is necessary to consider a growing body of literature that investigates dynamical aspects of functional connectivity and time-dependent reconfiguration of brain states.^[@ref24],[@ref25]^ During both resting and task conditions, the brain experiences time-varying functional connectivity and alternates periods of relatively localized activity/parallel processing (corresponding to low functional efficiency and high segregation) with periods of widespread synchronization (characterized by high functional efficiency).^[@ref25]-[@ref28]^ How does the rich club position itself within this dynamic landscape? As a first consideration, high-efficiency states consistently involve brain regions that partially overlap with the structural rich club^[@ref27]^ and enable accurate performance of cognitive tasks requiring integration among multiple functional domains.^[@ref28]^ As a second consideration, rich-club nodes and heteromodal cortices are particularly flexible over time, both at rest and in task settings.^[@ref25],[@ref27],[@ref29]^ Flexibility refers to the property of some regions to frequently change their brain-wide functional connectivity profile, dynamically switching their allegiance to other functional communities.^[@ref29]^ Structurally central regions, such as the frontoparietal system and default-mode-network areas, flexibly interact with other functional systems at rest^[@ref26]^ and display variable patterns of functional connectivity across tasks, demonstrating high adaptability to changing demands.^[@ref30]^ Interestingly, most flexible connections during rest show near-zero time-average functional correlations,^[@ref27]^ which might explain the low levels of functional connectivity observed within the rich club at a time-average scale.^[@ref12]^ Another possible explanation might be that, during rest, the brain tends to be less integrated than in cognitively demanding tasks and to "fall apart" into separate functional modules,^[@ref28]^ so that the rich club could partially lose its integrative role and synchronization during rest.

Taken together, these observations indicate that functional integration cannot be ascribed to a single brain region or subnetwork, but should rather be regarded as a more complex and dynamic process, where flexibility and cross-system allegiance emerge as fundamental features. Structurally rich regions and connections might mediate those time-dependent integrative processes, with rich clubs forming an anatomical workspace for integration.

### Computational underpinnings of rich-club function

Computational studies simulate the unfolding of functional dynamics on top of structural connectivity architectures, allowing for the assessment of the impact that structural topologies, presence of cores, or connectivity alterations have on global network dynamics.^[@ref5]^ In the framework of this review, we are particularly interested in how a rich-club topology relates to the dynamic integrative processes characterizing nervous systems, and how rich clubs might support optimal information integration/segregation balance and functional complexity of the brain.

An early computational study on the cat connectome investigated how whole-brain activity, and in particular rich-club synchronization, is perturbed by an external input targeted toward primary sensory areas.^[@ref6]^ This study showed that only a subset of the rich nodes tends to synchronize as a consequence of sensory stimulation, while the activities of the other rich nodes remain relatively independent. This result is compatible with above-reviewed experimental findings on rich-club flexibility and suggests that the rich club can functionally separate in response to changing inputs. This functional diversification may also relate to partially heterogeneous topological features of rich nodes, such as diverse participation coefficients to structural communities.^[@ref18]^

Computational studies also show that a rich-club topology favors synchronization among peripheral areas (ie, integration of different and specialized brain units) and promotes complexity (richness) of brain dynamics.^[@ref31]-[@ref33]^ Structurally, single rich nodes tend to be (bidirectionally) connected with pairs of peripheral nodes not directly interconnected themselves, forming triadic resonant motifs. This particular topological configuration promotes synchronization between peripheral nodes through the central rich drivers.^[@ref31]^ Moreover, rich nodes\' signals possess particular spectral properties when compared with peripheral nodes. Computational models that allow heterogeneous local dynamics (ie, heterogeneous spectral characteristics) across brain regions^[@ref34]^ show that, during task execution, the rich club tends to shift from a noisy to an oscillatory behavior that brings peripheral areas into coherence.^[@ref33]^

Besides this integrative role, rich-club topology seems to promote dynamical complexity of networked systems. Complexity emerges when a dynamical system can access a large landscape of functional states that lie inbetween the two extremes of statistical independence (complete segregation) and global synchronization (complete integration) of its constituent elements.^[@ref5]^ When considering the brain system, a condition of high functional complexity would correspond to a large landscape of accessible brain states and "optimal" metastable balance between segregation and integration, allowing both specialized processing and integration into conscious perception and higher-order functions.^[@ref35]^ Simulations demonstrate that a rich-club topology achieves dynamic complexity levels larger than scale-free networks (ie, larger than networks with hubs but no rich-club phenomenon)^[@ref36]^ and matching observations are reported in human functional data.^[@ref32]^ Moreover, selective lesioning of the rich club entails a reduction in the system complexity,^[@ref32]^ suggesting that rich-club organization subserves complexity and integration/segregation balance. This evidence has possible implications for the understanding of pathological mechanisms linking structural connectivity alterations, brain dynamics, and symptomatological/cognitive consequences.^[@ref5],[@ref37]^

Overall, rich clubs are characterized by flexible and adaptive functional profiles. Rich nodes tend to mediate communication among distinct functional systems in virtue of their topological characteristics and spectral properties; they promote dynamic complexity and enable the coexistence of diverse integrative and localized functional patterns. The high neural cost of the formation of rich clubs may thus be justified by bringing advantageous integrative and dynamic properties to nervous systems.

An evolutionary and cross-species perspective
---------------------------------------------

The wiring architecture of the human brain, and more generally of nervous systems observed in nature, are expressions of evolution, a process where different and often competing biological constraints and selection pressures shape biological organization. Understanding the mechanisms involved in the evolutionary path of nervous systems could provide valuable insights into the origin and function of complex features characterizing neural networks. A first question we might ask is whether a rich-club organization is an early feature of nervous systems, or a relatively recent "entry" in the evolutionary line. Subsequently, one might consider which selection pressures are compatible with the formation of rich clubs and/or lead to cross-species evolution of rich nodes and connections.

### Rich clubs across species and neural scales

Connectivity studies highlight the presence of rich-club topology in a range of different species, ranging from small invertebrates to primates.^[@ref3]^ The mesoscopic connectome of the nematode *C. elegans* has been mapped with electron microscopy and demonstrates a hierarchical structure, with modules interconnected through a dense rich club of neurons that are important for worm coordination and behavior.^[@ref38]^ Similarly, the neurocircuitry of the *Drosophila melanogaster,* a fruit fly, includes local processing units (LPUs) organized in modules interconnected through a rich club.^[@ref39]^ Rich LPUs lie deep in the center of the *Drosophila* brain, are heavily innervated by giant neurons, and constitute the sensorimotor integrative center of the organism, favoring nervous signals\' spreading and coordination.^[@ref39],[@ref40]^

At a macroscopic scale, vertebrate connectivity estimated from histological, neural tracing and in vivo MRI methods demonstrates defining features of hierarchical modular networks with rich-club organization.^[@ref3]^ In the rodent, high-degree regions forming rich-clubs mainly overlap with associative cortices,^[@ref41]^ shape brain functional patterns^[@ref42]^ and have high co-expression of genes associated with oxidative energy metabolism, learning and organism behavior.^[@ref22],[@ref43]^ The cat connectome displays spatially dislocated but topologically central hubs, forming a rich club that is responsible for inter-modular communication.^[@ref10],[@ref11]^ Equivalent global organizational features are evident across mammals in general, as in the ferret,^[@ref44]^ the macaque, and the chimpanzee.^[@ref45]^

A comparative analysis of these findings demonstrates that functional specialization and integration are two fundamental aspects of neurocircuitry, preserved across species and scales of investigation.^[@ref2],[@ref3],[@ref5]^ Interestingly enough, integration is consistently achieved through hierarchical rich-club architecture at different levels of network size and complexity, which makes "rich-clubness" a possible expression of convergent evolution. Furthermore, rich nodes correspond to functionally pivotal elements in the neurocircuitry of the different species, accomplishing tasks important for the survival and adaptability of the individual organisms (from sensory-motor coordination in the simplest invertebrates, to coherent perception and cognitive capabilities in mammals).

Finally, it is worthwhile to mention that rich clubs have been discovered in additional organizational scales of nervous systems. For example, in electrical recordings of spontaneous activity from in vitro mouse somatosensory cortex^[@ref46]^ and in silico simulations of rat neocortical microcircuits,^[@ref47]^ a minority of neurons forms rich clubs with high information transfer and a central role in shaping microcircuit synchronization patterns. "Rich-clubness" might be a scale-invariant organizational principle of natural systems with computational and information processing tasks.

### Evolutionary and developmental principles

Rich-club formation thus emerges as a common organizational feature of nervous systems. This observation suggests that its formation might be driven by some fundamental evolutionary principles shared across different species. Generative models help elucidate this hypothesis by simulating network development under multiple constraints.^[@ref48]-[@ref50]^ In a generative experiment, network elements (nodes and/or connections) are progressively added to the system according to some predefined rule or to optimize some energy function. Alternatively, a real network can be progressively rewired according to some objective function. The resulting synthetic networks are then compared with real brain networks to identify possible evolutionary or developmental drivers.

A first evolutionary requirement shared by neural systems is the minimization of biological costs, which translates to limiting the overall number and length of connections. Cost-minimization is dictated by the finite spatial embedding, limited metabolic resources, and the necessity of bounding signal transmission delays in nervous systems. Generative experiments show that minimum-cost selection under geometrical constraints shapes highly clustered networks, but cannot reproduce long-distance connections, short path-length, and rich-club architecture.^[@ref43],[@ref50]^ However, supplementing the model with additional rules, such as homophilic attraction (ie, the preferential formation of links between nodes that share a common neighborhood) results in cost-efficiency trade-off networks compatible with rich-club architecture.^[@ref50],[@ref51]^

These considerations indicate that few simple generative rules can fairly reproduce a range of brain network properties, but the developmental/evolutionary interpretation of these results deserves further attention. It has been proposed that, at a microscopic scale, the homophily rule is compatible with Hebb\'s law for synaptic plasticity, so that neurons with common inputs (such as rich nodes) are more likely to be activated together, consolidating their interconnectivity and favoring rich-club formation in the long term.^[@ref49]^ Other factors, such as the timing of the formation of nodes and connections, could also be a determinant for the resulting network architecture. In nonlinear growth models, new nodes are progressively added to the network, in numbers that increase exponentially with time. Nodes that develop early in the model tightly link together (as there are no other nodes for establishing connections), forming a dense core that contributes to shape the final network topology across later developmental stages.^[@ref52]^ This exponential growth-model reproduces the same rich-club topologies observed in *C. elegans* and monkey, with no need for additional rules, such as preferential attachment or homophily.^[@ref52]^ In the model, rich nodes appear early in the development of the network, similarly to what is observed in *C elegans*^[@ref38]^ and in the human brain.^[@ref53]^

In general, complex organizational features of nervous systems, such as a rich-club topology, might emerge as byproducts of simpler and (spatially or temporally) local developmental rules, which globally fit competing constraints and natural selection pressure. On the one hand, the fact that different species are subject to comparable developmental rules, dictated by comparable biological constraints, might partially explain the cross-species ubiquity of rich clubs. On the other hand, the subsistence of such constraints might limit the landscape of possible evolvable neural networks,^[@ref3],[@ref47]^ questioning the mechanisms underlying cross-species differentiation and divergent evolution.

### Cross-species differentiation

Rich nodes of nervous systems relate to crucial functions in the life of the organisms. In humans, rich regions have been associated with behavioral variability among individuals, including cognitive and intellectual performance.^[@ref54]^ These functions are particularly developed in, or specific to, humans compared with their primate relatives. A fundamental question is therefore whether rich regions preserve their function among related species or whether they develop new or improved functions. Reasoning that brain functions are supported by the underlying cortical characteristics and white-matter wiring, one will also be interested in understanding whether rich regions and connections are spatially and morphologically preserved among related species, or whether they undergo substantial structural modifications.

Comparative studies of primate neuroimaging data show a significant overlap of rich regions among primate species, including the macaque, chimpanzee, and the human.^[@ref45],[@ref55]^ Hubs have consistently been found in the insular, medial-parietal/precuneus, and ventro-lateral prefrontal cortices in all three species.^[@ref45],[@ref56]^ However, hubs in the polar and medial prefrontal cortices are present in macaque and chimpanzee, but absent in human.^[@ref45]^ Prefrontal regions undergo important morphological and microstructural changes between these species. Human brains have an expanded and more convoluted cortex and a larger white-matter volume in prefrontal areas,^[@ref56],[@ref57]^ with lower neural density and higher number of dendrites.^[@ref58]^ These structural variations suggest a functional specialization of the prefrontal cortex in human compared with other primates. This process might entail a partial reorganization of the brain-network topology, with a potential displacement of some network hubs (eg, the prefrontal hubs) and a possible reinforcement of other network hubs to achieve an adequate level of integration in a progressively more complex network. For example, the precuneus hub demonstrates an important expansion from chimpanzee to human^[@ref59]^ and an altered connectivity pattern from macaque to human,^[@ref55]^ which might suggest a topological reinforcement of this region. Further studies targeted to cross-species rich-club characterization might elucidate these aspects.

Rich clubs demonstrate cross-species structural variations. Many studies investigating primate-brain evolution have focused on cross-species morphological changes of the cortical mantle, highlighting a spatially nonuniform expansion centered on a few hot spots in frontal, parietal, and temporal areas.^[@ref56],[@ref60]^ It remains to be understood whether rich regions are particularly involved in such morphological changes, and how these changes might relate to gray-matter microstructural reorganization (eg, increased/decreased neural density or arborization) and white-matter connectivity alterations (eg, reinforcement or diversification) in these regions. Moreover, it will be crucial to link cross-species structural differences with specific functional traits and increasing behavioral complexity across primates. Indeed, regions with the highest rates of cortical expansion from macaque and chimpanzee to human are involved in complex cognitive functions, such as relational thinking,^[@ref58],[@ref60]^ and form resting-state networks that are present in humans, but absent in macaque,^[@ref61]^ suggesting a relation between cross-species morphological evolution and functional development.

Finally, it should be noted that an expanding brain with increasing complexity and growing intelligence is also expected to be progressively more biologically expensive and susceptible to genetic and environmental insults.^[@ref2]^ In particular, an evolving rich club, composed of highly active and functionally "stressed" cortices with long axonal projections, might reach large, and at worst unsustainable, biophysical costs. This aspect could have important evolutionary consequences, on the one hand impeding unlimited development of human intelligence,^[@ref62]^ and on the other hand favoring disease susceptibility or the onset of human-specific brain disorders. For example, schizophrenia, a human-specific disorder, has been suggested to result from a "costly trade-off" between an increased connectivity complexity in humans compared with their ancestors and the development of valuable functions, such as social cognition.^[@ref63]^

Rich-club vulnerability in pathological conditions
--------------------------------------------------

Over the last decades, the connectionist approach has caught on in the investigation of neurological and psychiatric disorders. Accordingly, symptoms and cognitive deficits can be read as faulty connectivity among brain areas.^[@ref64],[@ref65]^ As already discussed, the rich club plays a distinctive role in sustaining overall functional coordination and is associated with higher-order cognitive abilities, which are impaired in the majority of brain disorders. One can therefore expect the rich club to be involved in a large number of pathologies. A recent meta-analysis, including 392 studies on 26 different disorders (Alzheimer disease, schizophrenia, and epilepsy, among others) indicates that gray-matter lesions are more likely to occur in brain hubs than in peripheral regions.^[@ref66]^ MRI studies on large cohorts suggest that white-matter impairments also converge on rich and feeder connections in schizophrenia^[@ref67]^ and other psychiatric and neurological disorders.^[@ref68]^

Although different disorders may target different subsets of hubs,^[@ref66]^ rich-club impairment and a parallel loss of network efficiency seem to be a general feature of brain pathologies.^[@ref68]^ On one hand, a cross-disorder, rich-club impairment might express overlapping psychiatric and cognitive comorbidities.^[@ref69]^ For example, depression, a mood disorder associated with hub impairment,^[@ref70]^ is a comorbid factor of diverse pathologies, including multiple sclerosis, dementia, and epilepsy.^[@ref71]^ On the other hand, a rich-club impairment might produce more pronounced symptoms by virtue of the rich-club functional importance.

The reasons underlying the vulnerability of rich regions and connections can be multiple and depend on the specific pathology under investigation. Rich regions demonstrate a continuously high baseline activity and glucose metabolism compared with peripheral regions.^[@ref12]^ This aspect exposes the rich club to harmful mechanisms, such as oxidative stress and neuroinflammation, in a possibly preferential or selective way. Oxidative stress arises from a failure to maintain a correct balance between oxidative species and can lead to synaptic malfunction, deficits in myelination, alterations in cellular processes, and neuronal death. Different pathophysiological mechanisms, such as antioxidant system failure, metabolic alterations, and redox-species accumulation can jointly cause oxidative stress and ultimately converge on a rich-club vulnerability. For example, schizophrenia, a neurodevelopmental disorder characterized by a disruption of rich connections,^[@ref72]^ has been associated with a deficit of glutathione synthesis, a major cellular antioxidant, and related to oxidative stress.^[@ref68]^ In general, patients in the early stages of neurodegenerative disorders show increased compensatory brain activity, potentially concentrated in hub regions, which can lead to excitotoxicity and oxidative species accumulation.^[@ref65]^ Among neurodegenerative disorders, Alzheimer\'s disease is characterized by deposition of β-amyloid (Aβ) plaques. The processing of amyloid precursor protein (APP), whose proteolysis generates Aβ, is activity-dependent and may therefore result in a preferential accumulation of Aβ; in high-metabolism rich regions.^[@ref73]^ Furthermore, the topologically central rich club may mediate transneuronal spread of toxic substrate through axonal projections, accelerating disease progression or causing hub disruption as a secondary effect of unrelated pathological mechanisms. Indeed, different forms of brain dementia have been associated with "prion-like" transynaptic propagation of pathogenic agents, such as Aβ and other misfolded proteins.^[@ref74]^ In those pathologies, the longitudinal spreading of brain lesions is highly predictable based on structural connectivity patterns,^[@ref75]^ centralized through the rich-club circuitry.

The vulnerability of rich clubs may also relate to genetic factors. Patterns of similar gene expression in brain subnetworks can contribute to subnetworks\' susceptibility to brain disorders in the context of transcriptional alterations or genetic risk factors. Notably, brain hubs demonstrate highly similar transcriptional profiles, enriched with genes relating to oxidative metabolism,^[@ref22],[@ref76]^ synaptic signaling, and axonal structure.^[@ref21]^ Hubs\' transcriptional profiles are also enriched for schizophrenia-related genes,^[@ref21]^ and the cortical expression patterns of those genes correlate with brain connectivity disruption in schizophrenia.^[@ref77]^

The rich club also demonstrates characteristic developmental features. Rich regions and connections form early in the prenatal life: long-range corticocortical connections are established during the second and third semester of gestation, while feeder and peripheral connectivity develops over the third semester of gestation.^[@ref53]^ After birth, long-range projections connecting associative hubs continue their maturation (myelination) longer than other peripheral connections, and until adolescence and adulthood.^[@ref78]^ In parallel, cortical shrinkage and intracortical myelination rates are particularly high in hub regions during adolescence and early adulthood. Considering that hierarchical patterns of maturation in brain functional circuits relate to the development of specific cognitive functions, and that the timing of brain circuit maturation may determine windows of selective vulnerability,^[@ref79]^ the developmental signature of the rich club, in combination with genetic and environmental adverse factors, could partially account for the involvement of the rich club in neurodevelopmental disorders.^[@ref72]^

In summary, these observations demonstrate how different vulnerability factors (including biophysical and metabolic cost, topological centrality, genetic signature, and long maturational trajectories), combined with different pathological mechanisms (eg, primary vs secondary pathological pathways), can converge on a common end result, namely changes in rich-club characteristics. Large-scale, cross-disorder studies are required to elucidate cross-disorder differentiation from a network perspective.

Summary and perspectives
========================

The research reviewed in this article identifies "rich clubness" as a scale invariant feature of nervous systems, an expression of convergent evolution, and a characterizing feature of biological systems with information processing capabilities. The rich club forms a flexible substrate promoting functional complexity and coordination among brain regions, ultimately supporting multisensory integration, coordination, and cognition. Further insights into the functional value of a rich club topology will require a better comprehension of brain dynamics and their cognitive and behavioral counterpart. Computational and neuroimaging studies able to explicitly model (directional) information flow through the structural network substrate might help clarify these aspects. This may require methodological development at multiple levels, including (i) multimodal and multi-scale integration methods (eg, functional and structural neuroimaging modalities); (ii) advanced network formalism (eg, multilayer and temporal networks for cross-frequency dynamics tracking); and (iii) high-complexity computational models (eg, including fine-grain intracortical characteristics, such as chemo-architecture and dynamics heterogeneity). Furthermore, it should be acknowledged that the "rich clubness" remains, per se, an abstract mathematical property of networks, which needs further validation and biological interpretation in the context of nervous systems\' organization.^[@ref7],[@ref80]^ On the one hand, this could be accomplished through animal studies where rich-club connectivity can be structurally and functionally manipulated or physically perturbed, for example with genetic or optogenetic techniques. On the other hand, future research could merge multiple fields of expertise, integrating genetic, neurobiological, and microstructural data with functional recordings and multi-scale analyses of in vivo and ex vivo brain connectivity information. Finally, the ascertained functional value of rich clubs comes at the price of a high biophysical cost that contributes to the vulnerability of rich-club resources to pathogenic agents. An intriguing hypothesis is that an increasing complexity of brain networks and (possible) expansion of rich clubs across primate species, might relate not only to the development of more sophisticated intellectual abilities, but also to the inception of human-specific brain disorders. Cross-species and cross-disorder network analyses on large datasets will help elucidate these aspects.
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